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Transforming a global sales culture
A case study about how a consultative sales process was introduced across a global sales force.

How did we help?
• Developed an intuitive, four-step 

consultative selling process that is 
applicable across industry segments. 

• Brought clarity to ideas and concepts 
related to consultative selling.

• Designed interactive exercises for 
participants so they could learn by doing.

• Built a course workbook with takeaways  
for participants to use as a template  
as they apply what they learned to real 
customer scenarios.

• Developed a complete toolkit for the  
course that includes all materials needed  
to facilitate the course. 

• Conducted course pilots with internal 
teams and dealers to refine the content  
and exercises before global deployment.

• Suggested methods for keeping learners 
accountable for what they learn.

Opportunity
Caterpillar® and Cat® dealers use data from  
technology-equipped machines to provide more 
insights into customers’ equipment and operations.  
Cat Connect, the commercial offering for digital 
services, gives customers visibility into the  
performance of their fleets and businesses, as well 
as empowers them to make smart decisions.

But, dealer sales teams were used to selling iron.  
Cat Connect requires them to understand 
customers’ needs, recommend solutions, and 
prove ROI—a process they haven’t done before. 

Solution
ThoughtForm created a two-day instructor-led 
training course with clear language, visual  
explanations, and interactive adult learning  
techniques to help Caterpillar teach dealer  
salespeople how to use a consultative selling 
approach with customers. In deploying the course, 
Caterpillar brings consistency and accountability  
to the way Cat Connect is sold around the world.

‘‘

”

The consultative sales process 
has been ingrained in our 
team here and seems to be 
working wonders. We’re 
actually getting traction and 
signing contracts. 
Scott Leslie
Technology Solutions Manager  
at Ransome (Cat Dealership)



Who did we 
help?

Transforming a global sales culture

What did we do?

Developed a simple 
consultative sales process.
To create a solid foundation for salespeople  
to build from, ThoughtForm created a clear, 
four-step sales process that could become 
more robust over time and easily transfer to 
future offerings. The content of the course 
applied to multiple industries across  
Caterpillar’s global footprint and helped  
Caterpillar to rollout a consultative selling 
approach across its dealer network. Most  
importantly, the sales process was intuitive 
enough that it could easily become a part  
of salespeople’s daily operations. 

Designed interactive 
exercises that help 
salespeople practice  
what they learn.
Once the sales process was defined,  
ThoughtForm created a series of engaging 
exercises and activities that helped Cat dealers’ 
salespeople learn by doing. The exercises 
helped the training participants spend most  
of their time role-playing lifelike client  
scenarios with their peers, rather than simply 
imagining what a real-world application  
of the sales process would entail. Participants 
used the exercises to focus on collaboration, 
one of the “soft skills” that is essential  
in consultative selling. 

Packaged the course  
as a complete kit.
Finally, ThoughtForm compiled  
the sales process and exercises into  
an engaging and complete kit of parts  
for trainers to use to deliver the course. 
Anyone with some training experience  
can use the presentation and exercise  
materials to facilitate the course without  
in depth guidance or instruction. The kit 
was consistent, but adaptable. The core 
process within the kit is industry-agnostic, 
so it can be used by any salesperson. The 
examples and exercises are industry-specific 
so that it’s applicable and relevant to each 
individuals’ area of focus.

Caterpillar—building the 
jobsite brand. 
Caterpillar Inc. is the world’s leading  
manufacturer of construction and mining 
equipment, diesel and natural gas engines, 
industrial gas turbines, and diesel-electric  
locomotives. The Cat brand is the cornerstone 
of the Caterpillar portfolio, representing  
products and services for customers working  
in Construction, Resource, and Energy & 
Transportation industries. Caterpillar relies  
on a distribution network of more than 220  
Cat dealers in over 180 countries.

Caterpillar is headquartered in Peoria, Illinois, 
and has regionally-based teams (Distribution 
Services Divisions) that work directly with  
Cat dealers to implement corporate strategies 
that help them improve their operations  
and grow their businesses. 
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Course Materials
ThoughtForm created a package of course materials that builds on the 
foundation of the consultative selling process. It includes a detailed 
presentation with script notes, exercise tools, and a workbook that 
helped participants apply their learning to real-life client experiences.

Facilitation Tools
To support trainers in delivering an engaging course, ThoughtForm created  
a suite of facilitation tools that were visual and clear. It includes a guide with 
instructions for facilitation, script notes, a production guide for printing course 
materials, and a one-page overview of the course to attract participants.

What did we create?
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SALESPERSON ROLE 
CONSTRUCTION.02

SALESPERSON ROLE 
 CONSTRUCTION.01

A construction company in northeast Iowa

This contractor focuses on highway and site prep jobs  
primarily. It’s the largest contractor in the territory. 

Contact(s)  · Owner/fleet manager 

Equipment  · About 150 assets—70% of them are Cat 

Current services from Cat  · Newer machines are equipped with Product Link. 
The customer uses mostly hours and location but has 
expressed interest in getting extended coverage.

A construction and earth moving company in Mexico 

This is a loyal customer of 20 years that serves the government.

Contact(s)  · Owner/fleet manager 

Equipment  · 5 motorgraders (including a new M120)

 · 10 TTT (ranging from D3-D11)

 · A mix of excavators Cat (323 & 336’s) and  
non-Cat-Komatsu and Hytachi, 613

 · 621H and 631G scrapers

 · Additional WL’s and articulated trucks (740’s)

Current services from Cat  · Most of the Cat fleet is connected

 · Basic CSA coverage (PMs on some of the equipment)
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CUSTOMER ROLE 
CONSTRUCTION.02

CUSTOMER ROLE 
CONSTRUCTION.01

A construction company in northeast Iowa

This contractor focuses on highway and site prep jobs  
primarily. It’s the largest contractor in the territory. 

Contact(s)  · Owner/fleet manager 

Equipment  · About 150 assets—70% of them are Cat 

Current services from Cat  · Newer machines are equipped with Product Link. 
The customer uses mostly hours and location but has 
expressed interest in getting extended coverage.

Pain points  · When machines go down, the onsite technicians 
can’t often find the root cause quickly.

Objectives  · Reduce unscheduled downtime.

1011010100
010010100110
100101101011
0111010100010
01001010011 Turning data into 

recommendations
 · Has access to Vision Link, but doesn’t use it. Staff 
technicians lack condition monitoring expertise.

Performing work  · Waits for machines to break. Not concerned about 
resale value. 

Sharing accountability  · Reacts to machine mix and allocation issues as they 
arise, so currently assumes a lot of risk, if those 
issues end up being costly.

Decision makers 
and influencers

 · The Owner and Purchasing Manager make all  
buying decisions.

 · The Site Manager is the main influencer.

A construction and earth moving company in Mexico 

This is a loyal customer of 20 years that serves the government.

Contact(s)  · Owner/fleet manager 

Equipment  · 5 motorgraders (including a new M120)

 · 10 TTT (ranging from D3-D11)

 · A mix of excavators Cat (323 & 336’s) and  
non-Cat-Komatsu and Hytachi, 613

 · 621H and 631G scrapers

 · Additional WL’s and articulated trucks (740’s)

Current services from Cat  · Most of the Cat fleet is connected

 · Basic CSA coverage (PMs on some of the equipment) 

Pain points  · An important asset keeps overheating, and downtime is 
an issue. It has resulted in costly contractual penalties.

 · Theft is also a big problem.

Objectives  · Decrease unscheduled downtime and major repairs.

 · Lower owning and operating costs.

1011010100
010010100110
100101101011
0111010100010
01001010011 Turning data into 

recommendations
 · Interested in using data but doesn’t want to manage it.

Performing work  · Waits for machines to break; worries about taking 
machines out of the field and missing deadlines

 · Staffs a few technicians for minor repairs but  
outsources major repairs

Sharing accountability  · Performs maintenance per CSAs, but deals with 
machine availability issues as needed

Decision makers 
and influencers

 · Site Manager is an influencer. 

 · Purchasing Director makes all buying decisions.
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Objection: 

No need
Example phrases: 

“I know what my equipment is doing.”
“If something goes wrong, I fix it myself.”

Objection: 

Competitive solutions
Example phrase: 

“Your competitor’s system does more and costs less.”

Objection: 

Mixed fleet
Example phrase: 

“I don’t have all Cat equipment.”

Objection: 

Personal ramifications
Example phrases: 

“It could take someone’s job.”
“It could make __________ look bad”

Objection: 

Not a priority
Example phrase: 

“This is really interesting, but it’s not our top priority.”

Objection: 

System integration
Example phrase: 

“It won’t integrate into my existing system.”

Objection: 

Too complicated
Example phrases:

“I’m not too tech savvy.”
“My techs don’t have time to figure this out.”

Objection: 

Cost
Example phrases: 

“It’s too expensive.”
“I don’t want a recurring fee.”
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Objection: 

No need
Example phrases: 

“I know what my equipment is doing.”
“If something goes wrong, I fix it myself.”

Objection: 

Competitive solutions
Example phrase: 

“Your competitor’s system does more and costs less.”

Objection: 

Mixed fleet
Example phrase: 

“I don’t have all Cat equipment.”

Objection: 

Personal ramifications
Example phrases: 

“It could take someone’s job.”
“It could make __________ look bad”

Objection: 

Not a priority
Example phrase: 

“This is really interesting, but it’s not our top priority.”

Objection: 

System integration
Example phrase: 

“It won’t integrate into my existing system.”

Objection: 

Too complicated
Example phrases:

“I’m not too tech savvy.”
“My techs don’t have time to figure this out.”

Objection: 

Cost
Example phrases: 

“It’s too expensive.”
“I don’t want a recurring fee.”

You will learn how to: 
· Research customers to understand their pain points and objectives
· Initiate or steer a conversation to uncover customer issues and needs
· Determine which Cat Connect services to recommend to customers
· Build a business case and show customers the return on investment
· Present the business case 
· Overcome common objections

This course is effective because it’s interactive.
Participants in this course learn by doing. You’ll spend most of your time: 

· role-playing industry-specific scenarios with your peers
· thinking through realistic client scenarios  
· building proof points 
· building and presenting a business case

Build an action plan to use with real customers.
· Participants in this course will learn how to create an action plan.
· They leave with a process they can continue to use with their own customers. 

Introducing a one-day, instructor-led course designed  
to teach salespeople how to use a consultative  
selling approach to offer Cat Connect to customers. 

Upcoming courses:
 
  
 

 
  
  
 

 
 

Click here to register!  
Space is limited.

Who should take this course?
Prime Product or Parts and Service sales 
representatives focused on customers in the 
Construction and Energy & Transportation 
industries should take this course.

Consultative selling will help you:
· Sell more parts, services and equipment
· Strengthen your relationships with customers
· Grow your business within your dealership 

For more information:

How to sell Cat Connect
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Step 1: Understand  
customer needs

Step 2: Identify the 
appropriate offering

Step 3: Build the  
business case

Step 4: Win the 
customer

? PROOF POINTS
100X = $10
X+ = 10%
X% = 15

The course covers four steps of consultative selling:
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CUSTOMER ROLE
CONSTRUCTION.02

CUSTOMER ROLE
CONSTRUCTION.01

A construction company in northeast Iowa
This contractor focuses on highway and site prep jobs 
primarily. It’s the largest contractor in the territory. 

Contact(s)  · Owner/fl eet manager 

Equipment  · About 150 assets—70% of them are Cat 

Current services from Cat  · Newer machines are equipped with Product Link. 
The customer uses mostly hours and location but has 
expressed interest in getting extended coverage.

Pain points  · When machines go down, the onsite technicians 
can’t often fi nd the root cause quickly.

Objectives  · Reduce unscheduled downtime.

1011010100010010100110100101101011011101010001001001010011 Turning data into 
recommendations

 · Has access to Vision Link, but doesn’t use it. Staff 
technicians lack condition monitoring expertise.

Performing work  · Waits for machines to break. Not concerned about 
resale value. .

Sharing accountability  · Reacts to machine mix and allocation issues as they 
arise, so currently assumes a lot of risk, if those 
issues end up being costly.

Decision makers
and infl uencers

 · The Owner and Purchasing Manager make all 
buying decisions.

 · The Site Manager is the main infl uencer.

A construction and earth moving company in Mexico 

This is a loyal customer of 20 years that serves the government.

Contact(s)  · Owner/fl eet manager 

Equipment  · 5 motorgraders (including a new M120)

 · 10 TTT (ranging from D3-D11)

 · A mix of excavators Cat (323 & 336’s) and 
non-Cat-Komatsu and Hytachi, 613

 · 621H and 631G scrapers

 · Additional WL’s and articulated trucks (740’s)

Current services from Cat  · Most of the Cat fl eet is connected

 · Basic CSA coverage (PMs on some of the equipment) 

Pain points  · An important asset keeps overheating, and downtime is 
an issue. It has resulted in costly contractual penalties.

 · Theft is also a big problem.

Objectives  · Decrease unscheduled downtime and major repairs.
 · Lower owning and operating costs.

1011010100010010100110100101101011011101010001001001010011 Turning data into 
recommendations

 · Interested in using data but doesn’t want to manage it.

Performing work  · Waits for machines to break; worries about taking 
machines out of the fi eld and missing deadlines

 · Staffs a few technicians for minor repairs but 
outsources major repairs

Sharing accountability  · Performs maintenance per CSAs, but deals with 
machine availability issues as needed

Decision makers
and infl uencers

 · Site Manager is an infl uencer. 

 · Purchasing Director makes all buying decisions.
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SALESPERSON ROLE
CONSTRUCTION.02

SALESPERSON ROLE
 CONSTRUCTION.01

A construction company in northeast Iowa
This contractor focuses on highway and site prep jobs 
primarily. It’s the largest contractor in the territory. 

Contact(s)  · Owner/fl eet manager 

Equipment  · About 150 assets—70% of them are Cat 

Current services from Cat  · Newer machines are equipped with Product Link. 
The customer uses mostly hours and location but has 
expressed interest in getting extended coverage.

A construction and earth moving company in Mexico 

This is a loyal customer of 20 years that serves the government.

Contact(s)  · Owner/fl eet manager 

Equipment  · 5 motorgraders (including a new M120)

 · 10 TTT (ranging from D3-D11)

 · A mix of excavators Cat (323 & 336’s) and 
non-Cat-Komatsu and Hytachi, 613

 · 621H and 631G scrapers

 · Additional WL’s and articulated trucks (740’s)

Current services from Cat  · Most of the Cat fl eet is connected

 · Basic CSA coverage (PMs on some of the equipment)

Where 
Gaylord Texan Resort & Hotel 
Grapevine, TX USA 
  
When 
Option 1: Tuesday, August 2 
Option 2: Wednesday, August 3 
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
  
Cost 
$275 per participant 
Note: Cost does not include travel expenses

Visit dealer.cat.com/emsalestraining or email 
John McKee at McKee_John_D@cat.com.
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Print Specifications | Course workbooks

1. Front cover 
CC_Workbook_Cover.pdf

6. Blank tab 8. Tabs7. Exercise pages 
CC_Workbook_Exercises.pdf

9. Notes pages 
CC_Workbook_Notes.pdf

2. Inside pocket 3. Back cover 4. Takeaway inserts 
CC_Workbook_Takeaways.pdf

5. Overview page 
CC_Workbook_Overview.pdf

Cover page

• 8.875" x 11.25"

• 80# cover weight paper

• Four-color, printed one side

Blank page

• 8.875" x 11.25"

• 80# cover weight paper

1 set of 6 pages

• 8.5" x 11"

• 80# cover weight paper

• pg 1- 4, four-color, 1 sided

• pg 5-6, four-color, 2 sided

1 page

• 8.5" x 11"

• 80# text weight paper

• Four-color, 1 sided

6 sets of 6 pages

• 8.5" x 11"

• 80# text paper

• four-color, 1 sided 

6 copies

• 8.5" x 11"

• 80# text paper

• four-color, 1 sided 

Bind with Wire-O (or 
equivalent), size 9/16

Use blank tab dividers  
(i.e., Avery 20405, 7 tabs) 
between each set of 
exercise pages.

Attach pocket  
on back of front cover

B
Building the workbook

Print Specifications | Course workbooks

HOW TO SELL CAT CONNECT

Notes
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HOW TO SELL EMSOLUTIONS

1.1

Consultative selling is not about waiting around for the customer to call you with a problem.  
It’s about actively proposing solutions to the customer. And it starts with truly understanding  
the customer’s needs.  

To understand the customer’s needs, you should consider who you’re talking to and what  
you need to uncover. Then, do some research on the customer’s business and how the customer  
interacts with your dealership. Use what you learn to ask questions that lead your customer  
to provide the answers you need. Here are some questions to get you started.

1

Understand customer needs

?

OBJECTIVES 
Short and long-term goals 
What success looks like
Example questions:

 · Where do you want your business to be in three to five years? 

 · What does success look like to you? How will you measure it?

 · What would make your job easier?

 · What would make your business more successful?

PAIN POINTS
Causes of frustration 
Roadblocks
Example questions:

 · What’s your biggest frustration or roadblock?

 · How long has that been a problem?

 · How much is it costing the company?

 · How does it affect you personally?

FLEET MANAGEMENT
Tracking and moving machines across sites 
Managing a mix of machines 
Deciding when to keep or sell machines
Example questions:

 · What are the biggest issues when it comes to managing  
your fleet?

 · How do you measure success?

 · What is your fleet management strategy?

 · Do you know what that’s costing you?

 · Would you like to be able to start measuring the cost?MAINTENANCE
Deciding how much maintenance to out-source 
Scheduling maintenance or doing it as needed 
Example questions:

 · What is your maintenance philosophy? 

 · Do you catch a machine in the yard or wait for it to break?

 · Is your maintenance in-house, outsourced or a combination?

 · Who performs the basic maintenance such as filter  
and fluids changes?

 · Do you do any electronic/condition monitoring of your fleet? 

 · Do you keep stock on hand for basic maintenance parts?

 · How do you respond to stop and check engine lights on the road?

 · Is your business impacted by seasonality?

DATA USE
Accessing VisionLink or Product Link web 
Using data analytics to run a business  
Example questions:

 · How often do you collect data into a formal report to review? 

 · How does equipment data impact your decisions?

 · Does someone watch data as it comes in?

 · What data do you find particularly useful?

 · How do you clean, maintain, and/or store data?

First, seek to understand your customer’s objectives and pain points.  
If you think EMSolutions can help, dive into the next three topics.
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HOW TO SELL EMSOLUTIONS

1.1

Consultative selling is not about waiting around for the customer to call you with a problem.  
It’s about actively proposing solutions to the customer. And it starts with truly understanding  
the customer’s needs.  

To understand the customer’s needs, you should consider who you’re talking to and what  
you need to uncover. Then, do some research on the customer’s business and how the customer  
interacts with your dealership. Use what you learn to ask questions that lead your customer  
to provide the answers you need. Here are some questions to get you started.

1

Understand customer needs

?

OBJECTIVES 
Short and long-term goals 
What success looks like
Example questions:

 · Where do you want your business to be in three to five years? 

 · What does success look like to you? How will you measure it?

 · What would make your job easier?

 · What would make your business more successful?

PAIN POINTS
Causes of frustration 
Roadblocks
Example questions:

 · What’s your biggest frustration or roadblock?

 · How long has that been a problem?

 · How much is it costing the company?

 · How does it affect you personally?

FLEET MANAGEMENT
Tracking and moving machines across sites 
Managing a mix of machines 
Deciding when to keep or sell machines
Example questions:

 · What are the biggest issues when it comes to managing  
your fleet?

 · How do you measure success?

 · What is your fleet management strategy?

 · Do you know what that’s costing you?

 · Would you like to be able to start measuring the cost?MAINTENANCE
Deciding how much maintenance to out-source 
Scheduling maintenance or doing it as needed 
Example questions:

 · What is your maintenance philosophy? 

 · Do you catch a machine in the yard or wait for it to break?

 · Is your maintenance in-house, outsourced or a combination?

 · Who performs the basic maintenance such as filter  
and fluids changes?

 · Do you do any electronic/condition monitoring of your fleet? 

 · Do you keep stock on hand for basic maintenance parts?

 · How do you respond to stop and check engine lights on the road?

 · Is your business impacted by seasonality?

DATA USE
Accessing VisionLink or Product Link web 
Using data analytics to run a business  
Example questions:

 · How often do you collect data into a formal report to review? 

 · How does equipment data impact your decisions?

 · Does someone watch data as it comes in?

 · What data do you find particularly useful?

 · How do you clean, maintain, and/or store data?

First, seek to understand your customer’s objectives and pain points.  
If you think EMSolutions can help, dive into the next three topics.
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HOW TO SELL CAT CONNECT

Cat Connect refers to the technology and services that we provide for Cat and non-Cat 
equipment in every industry. 

Using the data from technology-equipped assets, Cat Connect gives more information 
and insight into customers’ equipment and operations than ever before. These insights 
help customers improve effi ciency and productivity, operate more safely and sustainably, 
and make better business decisions all around. 

The consultative sales process

Cat Connect offering framework

Step 1: Understand 
customer needs
Probe to learn more about the 
customer’s objectives and pain 
points. Understand the customer’s 
preferences for turning data into 
information, performing work and 
sharing accountability.

CC

Cat Connect and Consultative Selling

Cat Connect offers Cat Connect 
Services, enabled by Cat Connect 
Technologies. 

Cat Connect Services provide three levels of offerings that help us fi gure 
out the right connectivity for our customers:

Step 2: Identify the appropriate 
offering
Choose an appropriate offering 
based on the information gathered 
in step 1.

Step 3: Build the business case
Build a business case for 
Cat Connect. Explain how it will 
benefi t the customer directly and 
what kind of return on investment 
the customer might expect.

Step 4: Win the customer
Identify a champion to help 
you present to decision makers 
and infl uencers. Use the 
conversation framework to 
make your case. Anticipate 
and overcome objections.

? PROOF POINTS
100X = $10
X+ = 10%
X% = 15

SERVICES

TECHNOLOGIES

Visibility into 
 performance & risk

Support and 
risk/gain sharing

INFORM
Analysis and 
recommendations

ADVISE PARTNER

• Provides customers with raw 
data and reports that informs 
them about their assets or 
business.

• The data may be compiled man-
ually by the dealer and delivered 
electronically. The information 
might also be provided to the 
customer through automated 
services using Caterpillar data 
tools. 

• The expectation will be that 
customers will interpret and act 
on the data themselves. 

• Contains the highest level of 
consultative and customized 
services.

• May include performance 
guarantees or outsourcing. 

• Provides customers with expert 
analysis or consultation.

• Contains services that can be 
delivered face-to-face. Can also 
include automated services 
provided through data tools.

• The expectation will be that 
the Cat Dealer or Caterpillar 
will provide recommendations 
based on their analysis of data.

• The Dealer may or may not be 
contracted to carry out recom-
mendations or act on the data.

HOW TO SELL CAT CONNECT

2

Step 1: Understand 
customer needs

 · Identify your key contacts
 · Know what you need to learn from them
 · Review techniques for getting that 
information from them

Cat Connect
 · Cat Connect overview
 · Sales process changes

Step 2: Identify the 
appropriate level

 · Follow a process to identify 
appropriate level of service

 · Recommend a Cat Connect offering

Step 3: Build the 
business case

 · Why it’s important to build 
a business case

 · How to show value
 · Types of proof points

Step 4: Win the 
customer

 · Get to the decision makers
 · Present your solution
 · Overcome common objections

Create an 
action plan

 · Review consultative sales process 
 · Create an action plan you can use 
with real clients

?

PROOF POINTS
100X = $10
X+ = 10%
X% = 15

What will you learn?

1

HOW TO SELL 
CAT CONNECT
 A training course on consultative selling
Workbook

1

HOW TO SELL 
CAT CONNECT
 A training course on consultative selling
Workbook

HOW TO SELL CAT CONNECT
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1.1

Create a customer profi le

OBJECTIVES PAIN POINTS

1

Customer Industry

BASIC INFORMATION

Contacts

Equipment

Name(s)

Amount

Title(s)

Type

WHAT YOU LEARNED

One per participant

Participants will use the 
workbooks to complete exercises 
throughout the course. One 
workbook should be placed at 
each participant’s chair before 
the course starts. 

At right, the components of 
the workbook are outlined in 
sequential order. The file name 
and specifications for each 
component are provided. 

Course workbooks
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How to Sell Cat Connect  
Training Course
Print Production Guidelines

Print Specifications | Industry-specific role play cards

C Industry-specific  
role play cards

Print Specifications | Industry-specific role play cards

One pair of cards per participant

Participants will use the cards 
to engage in a role play exercise 
for Step 1 of the course. One pair 
(which includes one customer role 
and one salesperson role) should 
be placed at each participant’s 
chair before the course starts or 
distributed to each participant at 
the time of the exercise.

At right, the file name and 
specifications are provided, along 
with trimming instructions.

The role play cards are divided 
into separate files by industry. 
The number of role play sets 
in each file varies by industry. 
Choose the appropriate one(s)  
to produce for the workshop:

• CC_RolePlay_Construction.pdf
• CC_RolePlay_Mining.pdf
• CC_RolePlay_OilGas.pdf
• CC_RolePlay_Marine.pdf

1 page of 2 cards, pages per file  
vary by industry

• 8.5" x 11"
• 80# cover weight paper
• customer: four-color, 1 sided  

or 2 sided 
• salesperson: four-color, 1 sided
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SALESPERSON ROLE
CONSTRUCTION.02

SALESPERSON ROLE
 CONSTRUCTION.01

A construction company in northeast Iowa

This contractor focuses on highway and site prep jobs 
primarily. It’s the largest contractor in the territory. 

Contact(s)  · Owner/fl eet manager 

Equipment  · About 150 assets—70% of them are Cat 

Current services from Cat  · Newer machines are equipped with Product Link. 
The customer uses mostly hours and location but has 
expressed interest in getting extended coverage.

A construction and earth moving company in Mexico 

This is a loyal customer of 20 years that serves the government.

Contact(s)  · Owner/fl eet manager 

Equipment  · 5 motorgraders (including a new M120)

 · 10 TTT (ranging from D3-D11)

 · A mix of excavators Cat (323 & 336’s) and 
non-Cat-Komatsu and Hytachi, 613

 · 621H and 631G scrapers

 · Additional WL’s and articulated trucks (740’s)

Current services from Cat  · Most of the Cat fl eet is connected

 · Basic CSA coverage (PMs on some of the equipment)
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CUSTOMER ROLE
CONSTRUCTION.02

CUSTOMER ROLE
CONSTRUCTION.01

A construction company in northeast Iowa

This contractor focuses on highway and site prep jobs 
primarily. It’s the largest contractor in the territory. 

Contact(s)  · Owner/fl eet manager 

Equipment  · About 150 assets—70% of them are Cat 

Current services from Cat  · Newer machines are equipped with Product Link. 
The customer uses mostly hours and location but has 
expressed interest in getting extended coverage.

Pain points  · When machines go down, the onsite technicians 
can’t often fi nd the root cause quickly.

Objectives  · Reduce unscheduled downtime.

1011010100
010010100110
100101101011
0111010100010
01001010011 Turning data into 

recommendations
 · Has access to Vision Link, but doesn’t use it. Staff 
technicians lack condition monitoring expertise.

Performing work  · Waits for machines to break. Not concerned about 
resale value. .

Sharing accountability  · Reacts to machine mix and allocation issues as they 
arise, so currently assumes a lot of risk, if those 
issues end up being costly.

Decision makers
and infl uencers

 · The Owner and Purchasing Manager make all 
buying decisions.

 · The Site Manager is the main infl uencer.

A construction and earth moving company in Mexico 

This is a loyal customer of 20 years that serves the government.

Contact(s)  · Owner/fl eet manager 

Equipment  · 5 motorgraders (including a new M120)

 · 10 TTT (ranging from D3-D11)

 · A mix of excavators Cat (323 & 336’s) and 
non-Cat-Komatsu and Hytachi, 613

 · 621H and 631G scrapers

 · Additional WL’s and articulated trucks (740’s)

Current services from Cat  · Most of the Cat fl eet is connected

 · Basic CSA coverage (PMs on some of the equipment) 

Pain points  · An important asset keeps overheating, and downtime is 
an issue. It has resulted in costly contractual penalties.

 · Theft is also a big problem.

Objectives  · Decrease unscheduled downtime and major repairs.

 · Lower owning and operating costs.

1011010100
010010100110
100101101011
0111010100010
01001010011 Turning data into 

recommendations
 · Interested in using data but doesn’t want to manage it.

Performing work  · Waits for machines to break; worries about taking 
machines out of the fi eld and missing deadlines

 · Staffs a few technicians for minor repairs but 
outsources major repairs

Sharing accountability  · Performs maintenance per CSAs, but deals with 
machine availability issues as needed

Decision makers
and infl uencers

 · Site Manager is an infl uencer. 

 · Purchasing Director makes all buying decisions.
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CONSTRUCTION.01

A construction company in northeast Iowa

This contractor focuses on highway and site prep jobs 
primarily. It’s the largest contractor in the territory. 

Contact(s)  · Owner/fl eet manager 

Equipment  · About 150 assets—70% of them are Cat 

Current services from Cat  · Newer machines are equipped with Product Link. 
The customer uses mostly hours and location but has 
expressed interest in getting extended coverage.

Pain points  · When machines go down, the onsite technicians 
can’t often fi nd the root cause quickly.

Objectives  · Reduce unscheduled downtime.

1011010100
010010100110
100101101011
0111010100010
01001010011 Turning data into 

recommendations
 · Has access to Vision Link, but doesn’t use it. Staff 
technicians lack condition monitoring expertise.

Performing work  · Waits for machines to break. Not concerned about 
resale value. .

Sharing accountability  · Reacts to machine mix and allocation issues as they 
arise, so currently assumes a lot of risk, if those 
issues end up being costly.

Decision makers
and infl uencers

 · The Owner and Purchasing Manager make all 
buying decisions.

 · The Site Manager is the main infl uencer.

A construction and earth moving company in Mexico 

This is a loyal customer of 20 years that serves the government.

Contact(s)  · Owner/fl eet manager 

Equipment  · 5 motorgraders (including a new M120)

 · 10 TTT (ranging from D3-D11)

 · A mix of excavators Cat (323 & 336’s) and 
non-Cat-Komatsu and Hytachi, 613

 · 621H and 631G scrapers

 · Additional WL’s and articulated trucks (740’s)

Current services from Cat  · Most of the Cat fl eet is connected

 · Basic CSA coverage (PMs on some of the equipment) 

Pain points  · An important asset keeps overheating, and downtime is 
an issue. It has resulted in costly contractual penalties.

 · Theft is also a big problem.

Objectives  · Decrease unscheduled downtime and major repairs.

 · Lower owning and operating costs.

1011010100
010010100110
100101101011
0111010100010
01001010011 Turning data into 

recommendations
 · Interested in using data but doesn’t want to manage it.

Performing work  · Waits for machines to break; worries about taking 
machines out of the fi eld and missing deadlines

 · Staffs a few technicians for minor repairs but 
outsources major repairs

Sharing accountability  · Performs maintenance per CSAs, but deals with 
machine availability issues as needed

Decision makers
and infl uencers

 · Site Manager is an infl uencer. 

 · Purchasing Director makes all buying decisions.

CC_RolePlay_[INDUSTRY].pdf

Trim in half to produce  
5.5” x 8.5” cards

For 2-sided customer cards, 
verify that the customer 
number on the front matches 
the one on the back
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1.1

HOW TO SELL CAT CONNECT

Consultative selling is not about waiting around for the customer to call you with a problem.  
It’s about actively proposing solutions to the customer. And it starts with truly understanding  
the customer’s needs.  

To understand the customer’s needs, you should consider who you’re talking to and what  
you need to uncover. Then, do some research on the customer’s business and how the customer  
interacts with your dealership. Use what you learn to ask questions that lead your customer  
to provide the answers you need. Here are some questions to get you started.

1

Understand customer needs

?

OBJECTIVES 
These get to short and long-term goals and 
what success looks like.
Example questions:

 · Where do you want your business to be in three to five years? 
 · What does success look like to you? How will you measure it?
 · What would make your job easier?
 · What would make your business more successful?

PAIN POINTS
These help uncover sources of frustration and 
roadblocks.
Example questions:

 · What’s your biggest frustration or roadblock?
 · How long has that been a problem?
 · How much is it costing the company?
 · How does it affect you personally?

PERFORMING WORK
These questions help you understand capabili-
ties and resources, as well as your customer’s 
feelings about outsourcing.  
Example questions:

 · Is your maintenance in-house, outsourced or a combination?
 · Do you do any condition monitoring of your fleet?
 · What is not getting done which needs to be addressed?
 · How do you respond to equipment alerts?
 · How are you leveraging technology today?
 · What repetitive or labor intensive tasks consume your teams 
time and energy?

SHARING ACCOUNTABILITY
These questions probe your customer’s strategy 
for managing goals and openness to partnering 
with a dealer to meet those goals. 
Example questions:

 · What third-party partnerships (or outsourcing do you have (or 
have you had)?

 · How comfortable are you with sharing the risk and reward?
 · If we could do more x for you—and guarantee we’d meet 
specified targets—would you be interested in that?

TURNING DATA INTO 
RECOMMENDATIONS
These questions help you understand how your 
customer uses data and makes decisions based 
on data, as well as how they feel about relying 
on outside expertise.
Example questions:

 · How often do you collect data into a formal report to review? 
 · How does equipment data impact your decisions?
 · What data do you find particularly useful?
 · How do you clean, maintain, and/or store data? 
 · Do you have data scientists on staff?
 · Do you host apps internally or outsource them?
 · Do you already use standard business intelligence?
 · How self-sufficient is your engineering department?
 · Do you have analysts or reliability engineers on staff? 
 · Do you leverage consultants for topics like asset management?
 · How do you measure success?
 · Do you know what that’s costing you?
 · Would you like to be able to start measuring the cost?

First, seek to understand your customer’s objectives and pain points.  
If you think Cat Connect can help, dive into the next three topics.

HOW TO SELL CAT CONNECT

2

Step 1: Understand  
customer needs

 · Identify your key contacts
 · Know what you need to learn from them
 · Review techniques for getting that  
information from them

Cat Connect
 · Cat Connect overview
 · Sales process changes

Step 2: Identify the 
appropriate offering

 · Follow a process to identify  
appropriate Cat Connect service level

 · Use a dealer tool to select services
 · Recommend a Cat Connect offering

Step 3: Build the 
business case

 · Why it’s important to build  
a business case

 · How to show value
 · Types of proof points

Step 4: Win the 
customer

 · Get to the decision makers
 · Present your solution
 · Overcome common objections

Create an  
action plan

 · Review consultative sales process 
 · Create an action plan you can use  
with real clients

?

PROOF POINTS
100X = $10
X+ = 10%
X% = 15

What will you learn?

HOW TO SELL 

CAT CONNECT

 A training course on consultative selling

Workbook

HOW TO SELL CAT CONNECT 
A training course on consultative selling 

These are the steps of Cat’s consultative approach: >> 
 
1.  Understand customer needs. This means you’re 

asking good questions and actively listening. In this 
step, you’re probing the customer to learn more about 
his objectives and pain points. >> 

2.  The information you gather in step 1 will help you 
understand that customer’s needs and then identify 
an appropriate offering to help meet them. >> 

3.  Once you’ve identified the offering, you’ll have to 
build a business case. Customers want to know how 
the offering will benefit them directly and what kind of 
return on investment they can expect. >> 

4.  Finally, you’ll present the business case to the 
customer. This can be formal or informal, to one 
person or many, once or many times, alone or with 
other salespeople from your Dealer or even 
Caterpillar.  

 
That’s our process in a nutshell. >> 

13 



Transforming a global sales culture

How did we do it? ThoughtForm

To ensure alignment, ThoughtForm and Caterpillar used  
a highly collaborative, iterative, and agile process.

Copyright © 2017 ThoughtForm Inc. and Caterpillar Inc.  

ThoughtForm and the ThoughtForm logo are registered trademarks. 

Other products and service names may be trademarked by  
ThoughtForm and other companies. 

This document is current as of the initial date of publication and may 
be changed by ThoughtForm at any time. The data and client exam-
ples are presented for illustrative purposes only. The information in this 
document is provided “As Is” without any warranty, express or implied, 
including without any warranties or merchantability, fitness for a partic-
ular purpose and any warranty or condition of non-infringement. 

ThoughtForm transforms ideas to connect 
people with actionable information. Working 
where strategy meets design, we help our 
clients turn fuzzy ideas, challenges, and 
opportunities into clear and meaningful 
messages and experiences. With ThoughtForm 
you can engage and inspire people, build  
their understanding, and enable them to  
take action.

ThoughtForm is a Pittsburgh-based 
design consultancy focused on visual 
communications. We work with leadership 
teams in organizations ranging from  
Fortune 100 companies to small nonprofits.  
Let us give your thoughts a visual form with 
the power to communicate.

To find out how our design solutions can help you 
contact Steve Frank at: 
sfrank@thoughtform.com

To learn more, visit us at: 
thoughtform.com

Project:  10588 
Date:  05.04.15 

Consultative Sales Process 

STEP 2 
Map customer 
problems/desires 
to the appropriate 
EMSolutions 
offerings!

STEP 1 
Have meaningful 
conversations 
with the 
customer(s)!

STEP 3 
Build a  
business case for 
EMSolutions 

STEP 4 
Present business 
case to the 
customer(s) 

• Initiate or steer a 
conversation to 
customer problems 
and needs.  

• Ask probing 
questions.  

• Actively listen. 

• Identify customer 
problems/desires.  

• Determine which 
problems EMSolutions 
can address and 
whether customer is a 
good candidate. 

• Decide which 
EMSolutions offerings 
apply. 

• Choose the 
EMSolutions level.  

• Share thoughts with 
other salespeople on 
the account. 

• Adjust 
recommendations 
based on feedback. 

• Research the 
customer. 

• Calculate how your 
recommendations  
from the previous step 
will save time, reduce 
risk, streamline ops, 
use people resources 
more efficiently, etc. 

• Develop qualitative 
examples. 

• Document 
recommendations in a 
form you can share 
with the customer. 

• Present the business 
case to  
the customer(s). 

• Refine and re-
present as needed. 

• Overcome 
objections. 
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Hosting the workshop. 
Finding the right location 
and venue and all event-
planning logistics.

Inviting salespeople  
to participate in the work-
shop and communicating 
with participants leading 
up to the workshop.

Preparing materials  
and getting supplies 
needed to run the workshop. 
Knowing what is needed  
and how to get materials—
nametags, posters, handouts, 
etc.—produced and  
delivered to the training site. 

Setting up the  
training space prior to  
the participants’ arrival. 
Learning the facility’s  
technology, organizing  
and distributing materials, 
and arranging furniture.

Facilitating the workshop. 
Presenting the course  
content, guiding learners, 
leading discussions, and 
handling unexpected  
situations with learners, 
including resistance and 
personality conflicts. 

Reporting to participants, 
perhaps their managers, 
and back to Caterpillar on 
how the workshop went 
and what the areas for 
improvement are. 

Following up with  
participants to support 
them as they practice  
consultative selling.  
Collect best practices and 
success stories to share 
with other learners.

How will we teach trainers what they need to know?

WORKSHOPPREWORKSHOP POSTWORKSHOP
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Possible channels Pros Cons

1. Training resource library
A repository of files that includes materials needed 
to conduct the workshop as well as documents and 
videos that provide guidance on related topics. 

• Links to view/download (emailed) 
• USB drive (mailed or in person) 
• Loaded on a tablet (mailed or in person) 

• Can publish individual pieces as needed
• Easy to distribute content and add content
• Allows users to store content locally
• Inexpensive

• Version control
• Requires someone at Caterpillar to manage 

and update files

2. Trainer’s guide
A comprehensive resource for trainers that outlines 
their responsibilities and provides guidance for 
completing necessary tasks.  

• Microsite
• App
• Interactive PDF 
• Print 

• One source for all information
• Adaptable to learning environment
• Can be linear tool or find specific content
• Easy to update and control versioning 

(microsite, app)
• Can push content to trainers (microsite, app)
• Easy to analyze use (microsite, app)

• Requires someone at Caterpillar to manage 
and moderate the content to keep it up 
to date, troubleshoot technical issues 
(microsite or app), and manage production 
(print)

3. In-person instruction
A workshop or series of meetings that covers, in 
detail, each step of conducting a workshop. It includes 
demonstration of how to facilitate each module of 
the course and exercises for practicing facilitation.

• In-person workshop (1-2 days)
• Series of in-person meetings (mini 

workshops over a longer period of time)

• Hands-on training is the best way to learn
• Workshop instructors can address questions 

about specific workshop scenarios
• Trainers will have a go-to contact to follow 

up with as they conduct workshops

• Requires significant effort by Caterpillar to 
plan and host 

• Expensive for trainers and trainees to 
convene in one place for two days 

• Offers limited opportunities to participate

4. Online/video presentation
Scripted presentations with visual aides that cover,  
in detail, key steps of conducting a workshop.

• Webinar series
• Online course (on DPC?)
• Brainshark series
• Videos

• Provides a structured curriculum that trainers 
can follow 

• Can be completed at own pace

• A more passive way to learn
• Requires someone at Caterpillar to script 

presentations and produce the video

5. Audio presentation
Verbal presentations on topics related to conducting 
a workshop. The presenter may be an individual or 
group, that is the same every time or rotated. 

• Conference calls
• Podcast (could distribute iPod touches)

• Easy way to learn while on-the-go or  
multi-tasking

• Able to choose relevant topics and adjust 
content as needed

• A more passive way to learn
• Requires someone at Caterpillar to 

coordinate and lead (call) or produce 
(podcast)

6. Course observation and listening
Trainers learn how to facilitate the course by 
observing and/or listening to experienced trainers 
conduct the course.

• In-person workshop 
• Videos
• Podcast (could distribute iPod touches)

• Demonstration is powerful and makes 
instruction easy to remember

• Adaptable to learning environment and 
trainer schedule/pace (videos and podcast)

• Requires someone at Caterpillar to 
coordinate observations (in-person)

• Requires someone at Caterpillar to produce  
(video and podcast)

7. Personal coach
New trainers are assigned to an experienced trainer 
that they can call on for personalized guidance.

• Calls, emails, in-person • A dedicated resource provides trainers with 
all the support they need to get up and 
running and get through any bumps they hit 
along the way

• Requires dedicated coaching resources 
from Caterpillar

8. Trainer-to-trainer forum
Trainers have open discussions in which they can get  
more specific advice from other trainers. 

• Microsite
• Existing Cat portal? (Dealer Connect)
• Mobile tool (Slack, Facebook group) 
• Conference calls (regularly scheduled)

• Customized to what trainers need help with
• Connects trainers to each other
• Gives Caterpillar insight into issues trainers 

are having
• Caterpillar can push content to trainers

• Requires participation by other trainers  
and Caterpillar

• Requires someone to monitor 
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How to Sell EMSolutions Training Course

A.2 Gauge knowledge
Facilitator starts an open dialog by  
asking learners, “What do you know  
about EMSolutions?”

B.2 Role play and discussion
Learners split into pairs and take turns role 
playing a meaningful salesperson-customer 
conversation. They use “company” and 
“customer” cards as props to guide the 
discussion. After role playing, they fill out a 
customer profile that recaps what they learned.  

C.2 EMSolutions levels
Facilitator reviews the EMSolutions levels  
and offerings and describes typical customers 
for each.

E.2 Script talking points
Using the framework, learners script talking 
points to share their business cases with each 
of their customers. F.2 Workshop process

For one or two real customers, learners 
complete a customer profile, recommend  
an EMSolutions level, build a business case, 
and script talking points.

F.3 Learners present
Learners present their business cases to the 
group and receive feedback on what they did 
well and areas to improve.

D.2 Exercise
Pairs map proof points to each customer’s needs.

A.3 Introduce course themes
Facilitator introduces the EMSolutions program 
and explains why it’s important and how it 
should be sold. He/she introduces consultative 
selling and why it should be used to sell 
EMSolutions. Then, the facilitator presents the 
course agenda and objectives.

B.3 Review big ideas
Facilitator reviews big ideas in module.

C.4 Review big ideas
Facilitator reviews big ideas in module. E.4 Review big ideas 

Facilitator reviews big ideas in module.

F.4 Wrap up 
Review supplementary tools, where learners can 
find support, accountability, what to do next

D.3 Review big ideas
Facilitator reviews big ideas in module.

B.1 Meaningful conversations
Facilitator explains what a meaningful 
conversation is and how it can help learners 
sell EMSolutions to customers.

C.1 Levels exercise
Pairs decide which level of EMSolutions to 
recommend to customers for each profile they 
built and explain their rationale to the group.

E.1 Conversation framework
Facilitator reviews a framework learners can use 
to present their business cases to customers.

F.1 Review process
Facilitator reviews the process covered and 
discusses how learners can apply it. 

C.3 Revisit levels exercise
Facilitator asks if learners would change their 
recommendations. Why/why not?

E.3 Practice framework
Learners pair up and up and practice 
conveying the business case.

Facilitator leads a large-group discussion 
about what worked and what didn’t. Facilitator leads a large-group discussion 

about what worked and what didn’t. 

Learners cross-present to the group. 

Learners switch partners and repeat.
Learners switch partners and repeat.

D.1 Business case 
Facilitator presents strategies and challenges 
to convey ROI to customers. He/she provides 
common proof points learners can use to help 
demonstrate the value of EMSolutions. They 
work through examples as a group.

A.1 Introductions
Facilitator welcomes learners to the course and 
leads introductions.

Day 1 Day 2

?

Equipment 
management 
and consul-
tative selling

Engage in  
meaningful  
conversations

Identify the  
appropriate 
EMSolutions  
level

Build the  
business case

Convince the  
customer

Create an 
action planA

1.5 h
B

3 h
C

1.5 h
D

1.5 h
E

3 h
F

1.5 h

EMSolutions 1 2 3 4 5 6

1
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2
4 1

3
2
4

1
3

2
4

1
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Ask leading 
questions
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Return on 
Investment       

 100x = $10
 X+ = 10%

X% = $1,500
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Next Steps

Learner takeaway
List of meaningful questions

Learner takeaway
Cheatsheet for mapping  
customers to levels

Learner takeaway
List of proof points

Learner takeaway
Common objections and tips  
for overcoming them

Learner takeaway
Workbook with tools used  
in modules 2 – 5

Learner takeaway
Overview of consultative  
sales process

Created a simple, four-step  
consultative sales process for Caterpillar 
based on interviews with Cat salespeople 
who successfully sell digital services.

Built course content and designed  
exercises, including a detailed script  
with lifelike scenarios to ensure that  
the course was engaging and meaningful  
to participants.

Mapped out the course experience  
in six modules. Each of the four core 
modules cover a step of the consultative 
sales process. 

Facilitated a workshop with project 
stakeholders to develop personas, review 
sales scenarios, identify important topics, 
and explore the training experience.

Conducted pilots of the course, first 
internally and then with dealers, to uncover 
roadblocks and evaluate the effectiveness 
of the exercises. After each pilot, we made 
incremental improvements.

Planned the rollout the course, 
including defining an approach for how to 
train trainers, creating a thorough facilitator 
preparation guide, and developing a 
production guide for easy print fulfillment.


